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MDAAP Chapter Awards

**CHILD ADVOCATE AWARD: Dana Moncrief, MHS, CHES**
This award is given to a non-MDAAP Chapter member or group who has, through its partnership with the MDAAP Chapter and advocacy for the needs of children and adolescents, made a significant contribution to the well-being of and adolescents in Maryland.

**LEADERSHIP AWARD: Monique Soileau-Burke, MD, FAAP**
This award is given to an MDAAP Chapter member who has excelled in leadership of Chapter activities, either through a special project or a committee initiative in the past three (3) years.

**LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD: Oscar Taube, MD, FAAP**
This award is given to a member of the American Academy of Pediatrics and the MDAAP Chapter, who, over a lifetime, has significantly contributed to an area of Pediatrics and is recognized in Maryland and the United States for leadership and expertise.

**MICHAEL BURKE, MD MENTORSHIP AWARD: Barry Solomon, MD, FAAP**
This award is given to an MDAAP Chapter member who exhibits excellent mentoring skills, teaching skills, models empathy and kindness, and advocates for medical students, physicians-in-training, and/or young physicians.

**PEDIATRICIAN OF THE YEAR: James Campbell, MD, MS, FAAP**
This award is given to a pediatrician, FAAP, and MDAAP Chapter member, whose career has exemplified the ideals of Pediatrics in service, advocacy, and contribution to organized pediatrics through leadership in the Chapter or through outstanding contributions to child health or professional pediatrics in Maryland.

**SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD: Jinlene Chan, MD, FAAP**
This award is given to a physician who has made an outstanding contribution to child health through research, service or educational endeavors.

---

**National AAP Special Achievement Awards**

For distinguished service and dedication to the mission and goals of the Academy

**James Campbell, MD, MS, FAAP:** As a member of National AAP Infectious Disease Committee, represents the Maryland Chapter on Maryland’s Technical Advisory Group for SARS-CoV2 vaccination and has been a consistent resource for the chapter.

**Jacqueline Dougé, MD, MPH, FAAP:** As Chair of Committee to Achieve Anti-Racism, Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, quickly initiated this committee, led its organization, and started to take action against racism.

**Susan V. Lipton, MD, MPH, FAAP:** As Chair of MDAAP Infectious Disease Committee, has tirelessly provided information and resources to individual members and as part of chapter webinars throughout the pandemic.
2021 Annual Meeting Speakers and Topics

**COVID-19: “When Will We Have Vaccines for Children?” and Other Frequently Asked Questions**
Speaker: James Campbell, MD  
University of Maryland School of Medicine  
Center for Vaccine Development and Global Health

**Never in My Wildest Dreams: Navigating the COVID Pandemic as a Public Health Official**
Speaker: Travis Gayles, MD  
Montgomery County Department of Health and Human Services

**Maryland’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic**
Speaker: Jinlene Chan, MD, MPH, FAAP  
Deputy Secretary for Public Health Services  
Maryland Department of Health
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**Our Meeting Sponsors**

**All About Books** is proud to partner with Maryland Chapter, American Academy of Pediatrics because like you, we believe in the importance of early childhood literacy. Shop hundreds of high-quality, discounted titles at www.allaboutbooks.org, or contact us to learn more about AAB!  
Email service@allaboutbooks.org or call (866) 732-3667.

**AstraZeneca** is a global, science-led biopharmaceutical company, driven by our innovative science and entrepreneurial culture and focused on the delivery of life-changing medicines to patients. Patients are at the core of everything we do. [https://www.astrazeneca.com/](https://www.astrazeneca.com/)

Disclaimer of Endorsement:  
Sponsors are not endorsed by the Maryland Chapter, American Academy of Pediatrics.